1. Introduction. Let M denote any locally compact metric continuum and let L be the set of all local separating pointsf of M. We proceed to establish the following six properties, of which, for our immediate purposes, the most useful is number (iv).
(
i). If U is any uncountable subset ofL, there exists a point x of U which is a point of order 2 in M relative to U.
This statement means that x is contained in arbitrarily small neighborhoods whose boundaries have in common with M just two points and these two points belong to U. A proof has already been given by the author (loc. cit.).
ii). If H is any connected subset of M, then (H -H)'L is countable.
For if not, (i) would give a point x of this set which could be separated in M from some point of H by two points not in H f which obviously is impossible since H+x is connected. 
is (M -L)'H = (M -L)-(H -H). Whence, H= [H-(M-L) -(H-H)]-L(H-II)
, and the first of these two sets is an F" and the second, by (ii), is countable.
THEOREM. In order that every connected subset of a continuum M be a Gs it is necessary and sufficient that the set N of non-local-separating points of M be countable.
The sufficiency of the condition results immediately from (iv), in view of the fact that, for any connected subset H of M, Mathematics, vol. 55 (1933), pp. 146-152. For any local separating point of a cyclic element of M is a local separating point of M and any non-local-separating point of M which is on no non-degenerate cyclic element of M must be an end point of M.
THEOREM. If M is any locally compact continuum such that (a) no two maximal free arcs* in M ahut and (b) L • R is countable and R^O, where R is the set of all ramification points (that is, points of order >2) of M, then M contains a connected subset which is not arcwise connected.
Proof. Let M = Mi + M 2 , where Mi and M 2 are totally imperfect and disjoint. Set E = Mi+L. Then since M -Ec M 2 , E is connected (loc. cit.). Furthermore EH = MiH+L-Tl, and since L • R is countable it follows that E R is totally imperfect. Now if a and b are two points of E lying in different maximal free arcst of M, there can exist no arc ab in E. For if ab is any arc in M from a to n, then ab • R cannot be countable, (for if so, some two free arcs contained in ab would abut), and hence it must contain a perfect set. Thus ab cannot be cE, since El? is totally imperfect.
EXAMPLE. There exists a regular curve C such that (a) no two free arcs of C abut, (b) L • R is countable, and (c) R is punctiform. Hence C contains a connected subset which is not arcwise connected.
Let I be the unit interval and let K be the non-dense perfect set consisting of all numbers on I which can be expressed in the triadic number system using only the digits 0 and 2. Let I\, I 2 , --• , be the segments on / complementary to K ordered in descending order of length and let pi,p 2 , • • • , be the end points of these segments, where p 2n~i and p 2n are the end points of I n . Let a n =X)ï2 w and P n =2ï n^ and P=J2i p iLet us select in K -P two sequences of points x n and y n such that
is an open subset of M. Two such arcs are said to abut if they have a common end point.
t Clearly two such exist, otherwise M contains a punctiform connected set. See my paper, loc. cit.
In the upper half plane let us construct equilateral triangles With bases X2^2, 3>4n-l 3>4tt+2, X4n+2X4n-l, ^ = ^ 2 ' ^, ' ' ' ) ' a i l (^ * n the lower half plane construct equilateral triangles with bases ytn-zyén and XénXtn-z, (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ). Let To be the set of triangles so constructed. Now the points (x n ) and (y n ) together with the points of Pi divide I into a collection of intervals ; let us omit Ii from this collection and call J\ the resulting collection. Now on each interval of J\ let us construct a set of equilateral triangles exactly as we constructed T 0 on 7. Let 7\ be the set of triangles obtained for all intervals of J\. Now the vertices of the triangles of T\ that are on I together with the points of P2 divide I into a set of intervals. Omit from this set the intervals I h 7 2 , I3 and call Ji the resulting collection. On each interval of Ji construct a set of triangles as before and call Ti the total set so constructed.
Continue this process indefinitely and let C = i"+2Zo°J r n . Then clearly C is a continuum. The maximal free arcs in C are exactly the intervals I n together with the two sides of each of the triangles of [T n ] not on /, so that no two maximal free arcs in C abut. Furthermore the set R of ramification points of C is a subset of K such that R = K. Thus R is totally disconnected and C is a regular curve. Finally we note that if x is any point of K-(P+R), then for each n there is a triangle t of T n with base axb } where 0<#<X<&<1; and since d(t) < 1/(^ + 1) and x is not a ramification point, it follows that x is not a local separating point. Thus LR = LKcP+L'R, which shows that LR is countable, since both P and L • R are countable.
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